Investment Product: CVFS Shares
We have two types of investment products our pure SEIS & EIS eligible CVFS shares or our
Crypto Basket which enables you to purchase a mixture of 50% shares and 50% crypto.

CVFS Shares

Crypto Basket

CVFS Shares give you ownership of our

Our crypto basket gives you a split between

business, low risk exposure to crypto

shares & bitcoin and is our main crypto product.

currencies and entitle you to additional

When you invest in us your account is loaded

benefits across our platform.

with carefully selected cryptocurrency.

Investment Types
We have two investment types, involving either a lump sum investment, or smaller periodic
regular savings. With three investment packages to choose from, each package can be tailored
to suit your individual needs.

Lump Sum

Our lump sum packages are designed for
investors who want to obtain exposure to
the crypto currency market with a onetime investment.
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Regular Saver

Our regular saver packages allow investors
to increase their investment amount with
regular monthly investments.

Investment Packages

Custom Pack
You can invest anything you choose above £25 a month

Bronze Pack

Lump Sum

Regular Saver

Enter the Crypto Economy with a bronze pack
investment of:
£1,800

Or invest as little as £150 a month for 24
months for our monthly bronze saver.

Silver Pack
Lump Sum

Regular Saver

Take a moderate stake in the Crypto
Ecosystem with a silver pack investment of:
£5,000

Or invest as little as £350 a month for 24
months for our monthly silver saver.

Gold pack
Lump Sum

Regular Saver

Take a significant equity stake in the Crypto
Economy with a gold pack investment of
£24,000+

Or invest as little as £2,000 a month for 12
months with our monthly gold saver.
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Share Investment Perks Summary
Our bronze membership is perfect for people who just want to dip their toes
into the sector.
 Your bronze pack entitles you to a 1% bitcoin bonus on top of your investment
amount, giving you a boost to your investment returns.
 All bronze members are eligible to order and purchase items, offline and
online, with their bitcoin inside our platform. They also receive a discount of
5% from any of our services: crypto currency from crypto4me.co.uk and
orders for items from www.bit4me.co.uk
Become a silver member and get all the bronze benefits plus:
 Your silver pack entitles you to a 5% total bitcoin bonus on top of your
investment amount, giving you a boost to your investment returns.
 Discount on orders to buy or sell any crypto currencies at
(www.crypto4me.co.uk).
 All silver members are able to take cash flows as dividends in any currency.
Our gold pack gives all the benefits of the bronze and silver packages
including:
 Your silver pack entitles you to a 15% total bitcoin bonus on top of your
investment amount, giving you a boost to your investment returns.
 No charge access across all of our financial products (for 2 years).
 A seat on shareholders’ committee (2 years, then up for re-election).
 The ability to buy any future offerings first (first mover advantage).
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